“Every Staten Islander has had
that experience of missing the ferry
and waiting an hour for the
next one to pull in.
Today, that’s a thing of the past.”
–MAYOR BILL DE BLASIO
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taten Island is, of course, surrounded by
water, and BP Oddo believes that we need to
make better use of these waterways to help
commuters. Over the years, he has been
engaged in this battle on many fronts.
It has been a frustrating journey, but there have
been victories for the Borough President. Almost
three years ago, the City finally implemented his
law mandating a maximum of 30-minute waiting
times between boats, 24/7/365. The result was a
significant increase in ridership.
But there is still much more to do. Inexplicably,
Staten Island was left out of the initiative now called
NYC Ferry (it was originally called the Five Borough
Ferry Plan, and later Citywide Ferry Service). Even
BP Oddo’s rational proposal to connect Staten Island
to the South Brooklyn route was denied by the City,
although it is patently unfair to design a fast ferry
plan that does not include all five boroughs.
In response, BP Oddo worked with the private
sector to secure a commitment for a new, private fast
ferry route to Midtown that will open in St. George
after the pier at the NY Wheel/Empire Outlets site is
completed.
The South Shore has some of the worst commute
times in the nation, and a fast ferry would help
alleviate the long and unpredictable journey to and
from work. BP Oddo has been engaged with the
private sector in an effort to bring this long-overdue
option to South Shore residents. There is no doubt
this will be a difficult and multi-faceted process,
not the least of which is finding the right location
–including sufficient parking–and a commuterfriendly price point.
While we are grateful for the Staten Island
Ferry, it is limited in that it only stops in downtown
Manhattan. This is why BP Oddo asked DOT to think
outside the box and consider a potential Midtown
stop. DOT agreed and is in the process of studying
this proposal to determine if it is feasible, and if so,
how to best implement it.
We are an island and must re-think our
transportation options to reflect that fact. The
Mayor recently said that he will make a decision on
expanding NYC Ferry in 2018, so let’s make “Boats
Over Bridges” our next rallying cry.

A Fractured Ferry Tale
“ WE AR E A R O C K, WE AR E AN IS L AND”
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